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High-resolution electron microscopy technique has been applied to a detailed study of the 60°
dislocations at the atomic layer molecular-beam-epitaxial GaAs/Si interface. Their deformation
fields strongly interact with neighbor dislocations inducing irregular spacing between the cores and
possible dissociations. Biatomic silicon steps were observed at the interface, but never inside 60°
dislocation cores. Computer image simulation and elasticity calculations of the atomic displacement
field have been used in order to determine the structure of the 60° dislocation; however, due to the
Eshelby effect and to interaction with some neighbor dislocations, in many cases no theoretical
model could explain some observations. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For a number of years, there has been high activity in
molecular-beam-epitaxy~MBE! growth of GaAs on Si sub-
strates mainly for the high-quality, low-cost, high therm
conductivity, and mechanical strength of the Si substrates
well as for the direct visible gap and high mobility of GaA
Eventually, the aim is to combine the optoelectronical pro
erties of GaAs and the well developed technology on silic
i.e., monolithic integration of GaAs and Si technology.

The growth of high-quality GaAs on Si has for a lon
time confronted three major problems: the 4% lattice m
match between the two materials, the 60% difference in
thermal-expansion coefficient, and the formation of invers
domains in the polar epitaxial layer. The nature of the defe
that nucleate at the interface plays a crucial role in the G
layer structure and final properties. These defects can
Lomer and 60° dislocations, as well as stacking faults a
inversion boundaries and, as growth occurs in a thr
dimensional mode, grain boundaries can also form. Am
these defects, the 60° dislocation has a very peculiar rol
the degradation of the properties of the GaAs layer. This t
of dislocation has its Burgers vector and dislocation l
along $111% crystallographic planes of easy slip in GaAs,
they can easily move up through the layer and thread tow
the surface.1 The threading lines can cause enhanced im
rity diffusion, partial short circuits forp-n junctions, and the
degradation of optical and electrical properties of the epil
ers.

At the point view of structure, a large number of resu
exists on the study of the 60° dislocation in bulk materia
Most of them are based on the model proposed by Shoc
in 19532 for diamond materials, whose detailed structure w
sketched and used to describe the core and jogs of the o
dislocation types possible in diamond lattice by Hornstr3

However, a quite general conclusion can be that under st
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it always decomposes into its 90° and 30° partials giving ri
to a stacking fault in between. The two partials can be mo
or less widely spaced.4–6 Especially in GaAs the 30° partial
has been recently studied using high-resolution transmiss
electron microscopy~HREM!.7 It was also shown that the
60° dislocation can participate in the formation of antipha
boundaries and in their subsequent deviation from$110%
planes toward$11n%-type planes.8 In the conventional MBE,
the 60° dislocation density can be as large as 50% of tha
Lomer dislocation at the GaAs/Si interface; one way of d
creasing it was by making the GaAs growth on misorient
~001! Si substrates,1 in which case the number of Lomer
dislocations was;30 times higher than that of the 60° ones

The 60° dislocation at an interface has been at tim
associated to the presence of steps due to the~002! half-plane
terminating in its core. Although no HREM work using im
age simulations for models has been published, there
been put forward essentially two 60° dislocation structur
for GaAs/Si. Results of Otsukaet al.1 suggest the generation
of 60° dislocation on terraces while Lomer ones are favor
by steps, and those of Tsai and Lee9 indicate that there are
steps located inside the 60° cores. The two configuratio
were similar to the model described by Shockley.2

More recently, mechanisms depending on the grow
mode of GaAs on Si have been proposed for the generat
of 60° dislocations at their interface. As for the majority o
the mismatched materials, the growth of GaAs on Si tak
place in a more or less three-dimensional way. Thus, it h
been argued that Lomer dislocations are nucleated inside
lands and 60° ones preferentially nucleate when individu
islands join to form a continuous layer.10 Accordingly, it has
been rather usual to try to devise a growth method whi
would lead to low density of defects in the GaAs layer an
the best results seem to have been obtained when
pseudotwo-dimensional growth mode could be approache11

This is quite in agreement with our previous results whic
9/96/79(2)/676/6/$6.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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indicate that the atomic layer molecular-beam-epita
~ALMBE ! growth is more two dimensional than the conven
tional MBE.12 In the ALMBE GaAs on nonmisoriented~001!
Si wafer, the number of 60° dislocations is only 14% of th
total number of dislocations13 instead 30% in the conven-
tional MBE.1

In this work we have investigated the atomic structure
the core of 60° dislocations located at the GaAs/Si interfa
running along^110& directions, and at a few nm inside th
GaAs layer. The basic tools used were HREM, anisotrop
elasticity calculations, and image simulation of model stru
tures. These dislocations were found to interact with t
nearby ones and to lead to their decomposition.

II. EXPERIMENT

The GaAs layers were grown by using the ALMBE
growth technique developed by Briones, Gonza´lez, and
Ruiz,14 which consists on the combination of a continuou
element III flux with an alternating periodic element V flu
matched to the speed of 1 monolayer deposition. The s
strate was exact~001! Si. The growth was started by openin
the Ga cell and, after 1 monolayer deposition, GaAs w
grown by ALMBE. The substrate temperature was kept
300 °C with a thermal annealing up to 580 °C after the fir
200 nm and after the complete growth.

For conventional transmission electron microscop
~TEM! examination,@110# and @11̄0# specimens were cut,
polished, and ion milled with Ar1 according to the standard
methods, until reaching the thickness of;10 nm necessary
for high-resolution imaging.

Observations were carried out in a Philips EM-430S
operated at 300 kV. Its spherical aberration coefficientCs

was 1.1 mm and the beam semiconvergence 0.8 mrad.
ergy instabilities lead to a focus spread of 10 nm. With the
characteristics, the Scherzer focus is reached forDf557.0
nm, where the point resolution is;0.2 nm. At defocusing
distances up to this, good imaging can be obtained for b
GaAs and Si perfect crystals. As the correspondence betw
the intensity in the image and the projected potential is no
linear and noninvertible, the only way to determine the inn
core structure consists in a trial-and-error method on ima
simulations of various model structures. In this work, mult
slice calculations were made using the electron microsco
Software ~EMS! simulation package of Stadelmann.15 The
main parameters for contrast interpretation in high-resoluti
images~sample thickness and defocusing distance! were ac-
curately determined by comparing experimental and sim
lated images using the above microscope parameters.

The models were provided by elasticity calculations u
ing the theoretical formalism developed by Bonnet, Marco
and Ati.16 In their misfit formalism, contrarily to the transla
tion dislocations which are supposed to be perfect, a regu
array of dislocations with a very small Burgers vector
superimposed to the perfect dislocations at the interfa
Thus, the misfit formalism gives a displacement whic
changes linearly along the interface with a discontinuity
the position of a perfect dislocation core~Fig. 1!. The elas-
ticity equations are solved in a two-dimensional framewor
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 2, 15 January 1996
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More details about experiment, calculations, and simulati
are given in a previous work.13

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In GaAs/Si interface, the 4% lattice mismatch is relaxe
mainly by dislocations located at the interface, as shown
Fig. 2 where HREM images of the interface viewed alon
@110# and @11̄0# zone axes are presented in~a! and ~b!, re-
spectively. A general feature is that individual 60° disloca
tions ~14% of the total number of interfacial defects! are
found between two Lomer dislocations. Spacing between t
60° one and its neighbor at each side is quite asymmet
with a difference of about 3.5 nm. When two 60° disloca
tions are adjacent, the distance to neighboring Lomers
smaller~about 4.0 nm!.

The dislocation of 60° type has a significant edge com
ponent in the plane of view and would therefore seem app
priate for high-resolution observation; however, its analys

FIG. 1. Displacement vs position along the interface for~a! misfit and~b!
translation dislocation formalisms. Note that displacements will coincide
the middle position between two subsequent perfect dislocations.

FIG. 2. HREM image of the GaAs/Si interface viewed along@110# in ~a!
and @11̄0# zone axis in~b!. Lomer dislocations are denoted withL and 60°
ones with* .
677Vilà et al.
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at atomic scale is more difficult than for the Lomer disloc
tion because the screw component can introduce a local c
tal rotation complicating the interpretation of the observ
image contrast. This distortion affects the area around
core and can extend to neighboring interface defects. He
the deformation field strongly interacts with other disloc
tions, often causing dissociations and extended cores.
dislocation line may have kinks, lying away from the exa
^110& direction; however, this study has been carried out
dislocations which show no evidence of this behavior,
images do not move appreciably in a through focus serie

These are reasons why, among the 60° dislocations
served, only few showed good enough contrast for a deta
analysis in the light of existing models. Two cases could
analyzed in detail and simulated using elastical models: O
corresponding to a perfect dislocation located at the interf
and the other found inside the GaAs layer but showing v
strong interaction with dislocations at the interface. For
other dislocations the contrast and hence the struc
changed from one to the next. In the first subsection
interfacial dislocations are discussed, and the perfect c
and other cases are treated individually. Finally, the comp
core located out of, but near the interface, is analyzed
detail and simulated via elasticity models.

What is remarkable in these samples is that the st
field around a 60° dislocation at the interface can inter
with the neighboring ones and can lead to their dissociat
This report is only devoted to the 60° dislocation structu
and the different types of dissociation for neighboring Lom
dislocations are complex, and will be the subject of a se
rate report. Moreover, the total spacing between the
neighbors of a 60° dislocation can be related to the direc
of the 60° Burgers vector. To put this relation in evidence,
us take as reference the dislocation line along the@110# or
@11̄0# direction. When the distance is larger than that p
dicted for relaxation~defects not effective enough to com
pletely relax the misfit! the Burgers vector found points t
the substrate and has one of these two forms:

b51/2@101# or 1/2@01̄1#.

On the contrary, if the total spacing is smaller~defects more
effective than necessary to relax! it points to the layer and is

b51/2@101̄# or 1/2@011#.

It is not possible to distinguish the two possibilities in ea
case because the projection of the Burgers vector onto
image plane gives no information about the screw com
nent.

A. The perfect 60° core

The first model for the 60° dislocation core in bulk m
terial is due to Shockley,2 having one dangling bond per un
cell ~Fig. 3!. It was obtained by adding an atomic couple
an individual six-atom ring limiting the two terminatin
~111! and ~002! half-planes. One stepped model has a
been proposed in the glide set to describe 60° dislocat
with similar characteristics but located at silicon surfa
steps.9 However, none of the 60° dislocations analyzed
this work was associated to an extra Si~002! half-plane on
678 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 2, 15 January 1996
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the substrate surface. In the following, the experimental im
ages are presented in the light of anisotropic elasticit
configurations,17 and they are related to the Shockley mode
which, as for the Lomer dislocation,3 was proposed in order
to account for the core of 60° dislocations in bulk diamond
lattices.

Figures 4~a! and 4~b! show this type of dislocation im-
age at 34 and 70 nm defocus, respectively. From these im
ages, an attempt to determine the atomic positions inside t
dislocation core can be made. For the anisotropic elastici
calculations the input was the ideal period for an array o
alternating Lomer and 60° dislocations at the interface, an

FIG. 3. Schematic configuration of 60° dislocation as described by Shoc
ley.

FIG. 4. Experimental image of an ideal 60° dislocation core at the GaAs/S
interface.Df is ;34 nm in~a! and;70 nm in~b!. The model predicted by
elastical calculation and the bonding in the dislocation core are sketched
~c! and ~d!, respectively. These atomic positions are superimposed to th
experimental image of~a! in ~e! showing good agreement, and the multislice
simulation atDf534 nm is presented in~f!.
Vilà et al.
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one 60° dislocation was located at the position of intere
Figures 4~c! and 4~d! report the model and the geometric
layout of the bonding, respectively. The atomic positions
perimposed on the experimental image of Fig. 4~a! are
shown in Fig. 4~e!, and in Fig. 4~f! the image at 34 nm
defocus calculated using the generated model is presen
As compared to the Shockley model, bonding in the perf
60° dislocation at the GaAs/Si interface is similar. Its we
defined structure can be related to the necessary strain re
ation and therefore to the distance with the neighboring
fects. In particular, we measured 5.8 nm to one Lomer a
9.4 nm to the next, giving an average value which is close
the one adequate for strain relaxation~7.31 nm!. A perfect fit
may not be possible due to free-surface elasticity relaxa
not taken into account in the simulation~Eshelby effect18!.

B. Interfacial 60° dislocations in interaction with
neighboring ones

The 60° dislocation has been found to strongly inter
with neighboring defects. In particular, the presence o
close Lomer dislocation leads to significant contrast effe
which can be related to two main causes: twist effect a
core dissociations.

1. Interaction with a Lomer dislocation

In the vast majority of the observed 60° dislocations, t
twist effect strongly affects the image contrast. As a res
along a^110& zone axis the$200% and $220%, and one$111%,
lattice fringe family can disappear from the image; only o
$111% family dominates the contrast. This means that in t
vicinity of the dislocation, the sample is no longer viewe
along a@110# zone axis. It is important to notice that thi
takes place only inside the GaAs layer, which is less rig
than the Si substrate. In the analyzed cases, this twist is
lated to the Burgers vector direction of the 60° dislocation.
one case, the observed contrast could not be related to
direction of the Burgers vector; it was influenced by ad
tional defects in the area around the dislocations as will
shown.

Typically, the contrast due to the twist effect can be se
in the area between the 60° dislocation and its Lomer clos
neighbor; however, when strain is well relaxed the twist
fect is minimized and images are less distorted. This is
case in Fig. 5~a!, which shows the area around the 60° d
location of Fig. 4. In spite of its perfection, one family o
$111% lattice fringes is more visible near the Lomer disloc
tion. As indicated in the figure, the Burgers vector, identifi
by the start final right hand~SFRH! circuit convention and
by the additional̂ 111& plane, is parallel to the planes whos
image is distorted by local twist. The distance between b
dislocations is 6.0 nm, instead of the 7.31 nm if the loc
strain were to be completely relaxed.

Among the 60° dislocation analyzed, in only one of the
does the contrast due to the twist not seem to be explaine
the direction of the Burgers vector. As shown in Fig. 5~b!, the
glide plane is parallel to the$111% family which disappears
from the image; however, as also can be seen, between
60° dislocation and the Lomer one, there appears and
disappears a~111! lattice fringe, which gives a defect whos
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 2, 15 January 1996
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overall contribution is zero. Although it is not easy to loca
the termination of the additional planes, similar behav
may be observed for~002! planes, suggesting that it is a pa
of 60° dislocations with extended cores spaced by;2.7 nm.
The contribution to the local contrast of these two interm
diate 60° dislocations is more important than that of the
terfacial one, and this can explain the image contrast in g
agreement with the other cases studied. As for the$111%
plane contrast related to the screw component, the two
locations at the left-hand side seem to add their contributi
balanced by the third 60° and the splitting of the Lomer on

2. Interaction with another 60° dislocation

Two of the 60° dislocations studied at the interface ha
been found to be adjacent, as shown in Fig. 6. In this c
they have Burgers vectors contained in different$111%
planes, whose resultant projection on the imaging plane

FIG. 5. Experimental images of blur-contrasted areas due to the interac
between a 60° and a Lomer dislocation:~a! slight blurring of contrast be-
tween a perfect 60° dislocation and its Lomer neighbor and~b! one case
found where the~111! family parallel to the glide plane of the 60° disloca
tion disappears from the image.

FIG. 6. Two adjacent 60° dislocations at the GaAs/Si interface. The e
~111! half-planes are not well localized.
679Vilà et al.
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incides with that corresponding to a Lomer dislocati
~b11b251/2@11̄0#!. As the two dislocations have differen
glide planes, this may explain the observed clear contr
however, they cannot be well described by the model p
posed for the perfect dislocation in Sec. III B 1, since imag
show their terminating$111% half-planes a little more delo
calized ~about 1 nm!. This fact can be explained by stra
remaining at the interface, because the spacings betwee
fects do not coincide with those predicted for relaxation.
particular, distance between the two 60° dislocations is
nm, and they are located at 6.9 and 4 nm from the neigh
ing Lomer dislocations, giving a total distance of 17.6 n
This is therefore quite different from the ideal value of 19.
nm ~4.87 nm between the two 60° dislocations and 7.31
from one 60° to a Lomer one!. As in the other cases, th
residual strain field due to these nonideal dislocation sp
ings at the interface leads to dissociation of the neighbo
dislocations.

C. The 60° dislocation near the interface

A rather characteristic defect, whose total Burgers vec
corresponds to a typical 60° dislocation but with contrast
confined at the interface, is shown in Fig. 7~a!. The extension
of the anomalous contrast could be due to a dislocation
not lying parallel to^110& ~and obviously to Eshelby twist!;
however, comparing the images of the whole focal series
observed that the image does not move, suggesting tha
defect runs actually along thê110& direction. With this in
mind, the explanation of the contrast is undertaken base
the elasticity theory. As in the other cases, the Eshelby ef
cannot be included in our calculations.

A close examination of the defect in question shows
presence of three$111% half-planes, implying a more com
plex defect. A Lomer dislocation can be detected at the
terface for which additional$111% planes are split by 0.9 nm
as indicated. This is an indication that the dislocation is
composed into two partials. Moreover, on both sides of
Lomer only one family of$111% planes is visible in the GaAs
layer on the micrograph. Then, in such small areas the cry
is tilted differently on each side of the Lomer dislocatio
Furthermore, on the right-hand side of the Lomer, at 2
inside the GaAs layer, there is a 60° dislocation located
the same$111% plane as one of the partials resulting from t
Lomer decomposition.

All 60° dislocations and Shockley and Frank partia
might be at the origin of the extra$111% planes at the Lome
dissociation. Moreover, all of them have a screw compon
which can tilt the surrounding crystal area. In order to der
a definitive model describing the micrograph contrast,
anisotropic elasticity formalism was used again, and the b
fit was found when the Lomer dislocation was supposed
be dissociated as follows:

1/2@11̄0#→1/6@11̄2#
a

11/3@111#
b

.

Figure 7~b! represents the calculated image of the three
locations configuration~defocus;34 nm!. Once more, the
Eshelby effect does not allow to reproduce perfectly the c
trast features in the cores; but the atomic positions are
680 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 2, 15 January 1996
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described by our model, as shown in Fig. 7~c!, where the
theoretical atomic positions have been superimposed to
experimental image. In Fig. 7~d! the used model is shown at
the same scale. In this observation along the@110# zone axis
it can be seen that the b partial is in the same$111% plane
than the 60° dislocation but at the interface. The total defe
made by the two partials provided by the Lomer dissociatio
and the 60° at 2 nm of the interface has the same Burg
vector than one lone 60° dislocation.

However, in this case the atomic positions predicted b
elastical theory calculations had to be modified in order
describe the experimental images. Indeed, calculation res
give atoms with very short bond lengths@Fig. 7~d!#. Since it
has no physical meaning, some atoms have been suppre
in our simulations, as shown in Fig. 7~e!, where a layout for
bonding and structure is proposed. In Fig. 7~f! it can be seen
that this new description agrees reasonably well with imag
obtained by experiment.

FIG. 7. An interfacial Lomer dislocation dissociated into a Shockley and
Frank partials due to the interaction with a neighboring 60° one in the Ga
layer. Experimental image in~a! and EMS elasticity multislice simulation in
~b!. The atomic positions used, calculated by using anisotropic elasticity,
superimposed to the experimental image in~c! and sketched in~d!. How-
ever, three couples of Si and GaAs atoms appear to have very short b
lengths in the core, leading to an illogical structure. One atom of each p
has been removed from the model for simulations. The structure and bo
ing proposed for this case are sketched in figure~e! and in ~f! the new
atomic positions are superimposed onto the experimental image.
Vilà et al.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The computed displacement field obtained by adapti
the Shockley model configuration to the GaAs/Si interfa
has been shown to reasonably well describe the structure
the interfacial compact 60° dislocation; however, for most
the time the structure of this type of dislocations is mo
complex. Hence, a variety of contrast features has been
served and interpreted in terms of the directions of the Bu
gers vectors implied and spacings between dislocations.
terface steps have not been found to act as nucleation s
for 60° dislocations.

The 60° dislocation deformation field has been found
strongly interact with that of neighboring defects. The pre
ence of a close Lomer dislocation leads to significant effe
which can be related to the crystal twist. Moreover, intera
tion between two 60° dislocations seems to affect their stru
ture itself by delocalization of the extra half-planes.

Compact cores strongly interacting with interfacial de
fects have also been observed for 60° dislocations out of
interface inside the GaAs layer. Anisotropic elasticity a
lowed us to match the experimental images with the adap
Schockley model; however, it is clear that a more comple
description of the observed contrast will be attained when t
Eshelby effects are taken into account.
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